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Sasaki Cabin

Sasaki Miyu personal living space at the YSS Tokyo, and the decoration and design is made on the taste
and preferences of Sasaki herself.

Description

Living Room

The floor is made out of bare wood planks with a dark color and some soft lights that can be placed
brighter or even change color to set a certain mood. When entering you will see on your left side the
dining table with four chairs, a rug with diamond-shaped figures on it and three-person couch, additional
some cactus plants. On your right side, there is a two-person couch with a salon table, bookcase, and
screen for watching television.

Bedroom

When entering the bedroom you will see on your left side the wardrobe and near the door of the
bathroom an arm lounge chair. In front of you a wooden storage box where Miyu deposes her books
sometimes. A white rug where the queenside bed is laying on top of it, with on both sides a bedside table
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in light oak with a lamp on it. Lastly, there are a dresser bureau and dresser on your right side.

Office

Entering the Office, you will see on your right side a white drawer, Miyu personal desk with a comfy green
chair. On your left, you will see a two-person couch with no arms and the same (but smaller) rug as from
the living room. With that, there is a double bookcase that holds some files that Miyu collected over the
years and a chair. Lastly, there is on your left also a hanging bookshelf.

Bathroom

Finally, the bathroom, when entering you will notice the herringbone blue tiles. With on your right side a
wardrobe, laundry bin, a two-person sink with a closet below it. In front of you the toilet with additional
ware and bathmat and on your left side a small jacuzzi and bath.
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